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Performance measurement : identifying appropriate 

methods  
for measuring and evaluating the performance of Customs. 



Performance and excellence: the goals of 
every organization  

 To achieve them, it is necessary to: 

 1° manage  5° innovate 

 2° steer                          6° support 

 3° decide                      7° share 

 4° control                     8° explain 

 Performance measurement is part of « steer » 
and « control ». 
 



 

Statistics and performance 

 All over the world, Customs provides 
external trade statistics – an essential 
measuring instrument for gauging a 
country’s economic performance and 
enabling the leadership to correct any 
deficiencies. 

 But good performance requires a  
proactive effort  of  management by 
objectives;  those objectives may be 
f inancial,  quantitative or managerial. 



 

Measuring performance 

 The public sector, like the private sector, is 
subjected to a plethora of indicators designed to 
give a clearer picture of how things are going: 
th is  g ives  an impress ion of  sc ienti f ic  
prec is ion: figures drawn from a set of 
accounts and comparative tables have the 
same impact as the attention-grabbing images 
we see on our TV screens. 

 The aim is reasonable enough, but it is difficult 
to put into practice, and all too often the 
original purpose gets distorted in the process. 



What is a performance 
indicator? 

     Ex: the French Administration’s   
definition 

 An « objective » measurement 
instrument 

 A warning system for malfunctions 

 An instrument for calculating efficiency (or 
effectiveness in relation to the resources 
assigned) 

 



Characteristics of a good indicator 
French Customs’ definition (contd.) 

 Pertinent: reveals what the service is doing 

 Useful: the measurement shows the activity 

 Robust: totally reliably 

 Verifiable: easy to calculate 

 Auditable: a third party service can 
reproduce the calculation  



 

Translating this objective 

The French Administration has therefore established the 
following performance indicator typology, in application of the 
aforementioned principles: 

 1° fiscal mission: 23 indicators and 11 sub-indicators 

 2° economic mission: 7 indicators and 13 sub-indicators 
 3° protection mission: 17 indicators and 24 sub-

indicators 

 4° support mission: 15 indicators and 1 sub-indicator 

 5° accountancy mission: 2 indicators and 3 sub-indicators 



There are other definitions: 

Ex: Management Schools’ definition 

 A good indicator must be linked to an 
objective 

 It must provide incitement to action 

 It must be achievable 

 It must be easy to understand 

 It must be chosen by team-work 

 



 

Measures and 
measurement .... 

 There are 4 Customs missions, making it 
necessary to implement one or more activity 
(or «PERFORMANCE ») measurement criteria in 
these four areas: 

 Fiscal 

 Economic 

 Citizen/consumer protection 

 Security of goods on Customs premises 



 

What must be measured? 

 Successful execution of these missions requires 
personnel and resources: 

 So, the cost of both will be measured 

 S o o n  w e  w i l l  b e  c o m p a r i n g  
«  P e r f o r m a n c e s  » : 

 We will be « managing » 



 

What measurement? Difficulty of 
identifying a good indicator: what exactly 

does it cover? 
 Ex: Collection of duties in a developing country: 
 For the public sector: one of the most commonly used criteria 

will be the amount of duties and taxes actually collected (fiscal 
indicator). 

 For the private sector (pre-shipment inspection 
companies): a precise sum of money actually recovered is 
never specified: only the number of corrections is given 
(generally 10% of the total), and an overall figure for the 
duties recoverable is quoted on the basis of the highest tariff. 

 What indicator could be used to measure the efficiency of 
the two entities? 



We need internal indicators! 
But there are other indicators out there ...  

measuring us .... 

 Many international organizations have their 
own performance indicators which involve 
Customs: the publication of the « doing 
business » indicator has become an eagerly 
awaited annual event! 

 Others may arouse rather less interest 
(Corruption Perceptions Index), but are important 
nevertheless. 

 



 

Recognized international 
criteria:World Bank and anti-

corruption rankings (183 countries) 
Country

ays 
Corruption 
Perceptions  

ranking  

«Clearing 
Customs » 

ranking 

Overall World Bank 
ranking 

JAPAN
ON 

17 17 15 

SINGAPOUR 311

CAMEROUN 146 149 171 

FRANCE 24 25 31 

USA 19 18 4

CHINE 44 89 79 

CHILI 25 56 49 

 



Need for the WCO to have its own 
criteria 

 So that discussions can take place on exactly 
the same bases (but this is a tall order: a 
declaration for just one used motor vehicle 
= a declaration for 100’s of HiFi goods) 

 To show « the rest of the world » that the 
WCO can rank Customs administrations in 
accordance with its own criteria 

 So that each country can see where it stands 
in relation to the « SAFE » Standards which 
are the Organization’s primary objective 

 



 

Indicators  

 Another example: the Cameroon Administration: 

 1° activity indicators: manifests recorded, 
declarations recorded, release notes validated and 
« goods out » confirmations issued. 

 2° control indicators: regularization manifests, pre-
assessment changes, contra entries, pre-payment 
changes, added value of changes per Customs officer, 
cancellation of declarations, 



 

Indicators (Cameroon contd.) 

 2° (contd.): declarations paid without release notes, 
balances outstanding, shortfalls, reassignment of 
declarations and workload per Customs officer. 

 3° Risk management: Red channel declarations with 
« goods out » confirmation not scanned, rerouting of 
declarations within the pre-established channels, 
transit papers cancelled and controls on imports by 
natural persons. 



 

Measurement problems 
 In the French example, there are clearly too many indicators, and a big proportion of 

them have managerial objectives 

 Ex: nowadays, the system tells a French investigator the amount of the duties and 
taxes he/she must recover (i.e., between 40000€ and 120000 € per year, per officer, 
depending on place of assignment)/ But: 

 1°  VAT (19.60%) is included in this amount, and the company can claim it straight back, 
so zero effect. 

 2° if the officer manages to recover the required amount in one go, from a big 
company, it is not in his/her interest to take on any more cases, otherwise his/her 
target, and that of his/her investigative team, will go up the following year, giving 
rise to adverse comments from colleagues.   

 3° the measurement takes no account of whether the amount is recovered in one go or 
in several goes (one big case and .. the annual target is met!). 

 4° most importantly, even if the investigator meets his/her annual target, this has no 
practical consequence for him/her as an individual: ex: no reduction in the time 
needed to qualify for a salary step increase, as this is based on other - essentially 
budgetary – criteria 

 CONCLUSION: It is not in the best interests of French investigators to be “eager 
beavers” !!



 

Measurement problems (contd.) 

 Staying with the French example: the worst thing about this indicator is 
that it is purely financial (amount of duties and taxes 
recoverable, in euros) . Two major drawbacks: 

 1° the figures are just for show: the amount notified will rarely 
be the amount actually recovered several months or years after 
the case has journeyed through the different hierarchical levels. 

 2° there are no prohibited goods indicators: the investigators are 
deliberately being directed towards cases that fill the coffers. 
Despite the official line on anti-counterfeiting, for example, 
investigators are prevented from opening this type of investigation: it 
isn’t covered by their targets. And no-one else is going to carry out 
these types of controls! 

 Let’s remind ourselves of the original definition: pertinent, useful, 
robust,.. 



 

French indicator (contd.) 
 Among the 100 or so French indicators there is a 

Customs users’ satisfaction indicator; it was 
measured at 91.50% in 2008. Brilliant!! 

 BUT, at the same time many users are going abroad 
to clear their goods (Rotterdam, Antwerp ..), 
representing about 70 billion euros of losses for the 
French supply chain and for Customs revenues. 

 So do we really believe that these users are happy 
with the way French Customs works, even though 
they are going elsewhere? 



 

Problems, problems … the case of Cameroon 

 It is apparent that 2/3 of the indicators are aimed at monitoring the 
activity of Customs officers. Ex: officer workload indicator which lists, 
for each officer, the number of declarations processed and the 
amount of the duties and taxes recovered. 
 
No impact on career in any event: no sanctions 

 
 These « control » indicators are secret, but no internal 

reorganization has been put in place openly in order to make 
the conduct of the clearance process more rigorous 

 Above all, listing is easier than evaluating (are two declarations 
exactly the same?) 



The private sector has not delayed! 
Every shipping line has its own (simple) 

indicator 
Ex: Maerks has established a turn-around ranking 
for its containers, for each African port  

 Dakar is in 1st place with 18.9 days 
 Douala is 12th, and last, with 50.9 days 

 Is any other performance indicator needed? 
 In my opinion, NO, this one is clear and satisfies all 

the conditions required of a good performance 
indicator for the « economic » mission which falls 
to Customs. 

 



Performance measurement is an art (and 
not everyone can be good at it!!) 

 If the objectives are individualized, nothing is 
shared any more (it’s every man for himself!) 

 Having too many indicators ruins the analysis: 
there are too many decision-makers who 
focus on quantity rather than quality of 
measurement, taking advantage of the 
possibilities offered by new technologies. 

 It is no use establishing a dashboard packed with 
results measurements when the staff on the 
ground have no levers they can use. 



 

What is performance? 

 All these indicators tell us nothing about the modernization 
of an administration or its internal dynamics 

 Many indicators can be attributed to chance: massive 
drugs seizure 

 In France, in 2006-2008 all the indicators were exceeded: 
so how good were the targets? (in fact, the target is last 
year’s results + 8%). In Africa, the same applies to the fiscal 
objectives set by Ministers of Finance: they are always 
achieved! But does this mean that Customs is performing 
well? 



In the managerial context, measurement is 
a disaster 

 An indicator is only pertinent if it is possible to have an 
impact on the results (drugs?) 

 For indicators to be pertinent, they need time: at least 10 
years ! Changing the objectives and performance indicators 
every year is just a way of keeping ourselves – and our 
boss happy – (he/she gets promoted and the indicators get 
changed) 

 An indicator reveals neither truth nor falsehood – you have to 
interpret it. Ex: counterfeit goods seizures indicator – if it goes 
up, this proves that the services’ effectiveness has improved. So 
if it goes down, does this prove how effective the services were in 
previous years????? 
In reality, indicators merely serve to legitimize the 



 

Opinion about indicators 

 Mark TWAIN said there are lies, damned lies and 
statistics...* 

 He had obviously never heard of 
performance indicators! 

 So what criteria should the WCO use? 

 They should be very few in number, and clear to 
everyone! 

 * biography, I, 246 



 

Cost of Customs 

 1° cost of Customs : budget / number of 
Customs officers 

 budget paid to the pre-shipment inspection 
company/number of Customs officers 

 2° cost of facilities: 

 Amount of exemptions/number of 
Customs officers 



 

Fiscal mission 

 1)Amount of Customs revenues/number of 
Customs officers 

  2) Number of declarations lodged (import, 
export and transit)/number of Customs officers 
 

• 3)Amount of additional revenues attributable to 
the actions of the PSI company/number of 
Customs officers 



 4)Amount of corrections notified, then 
paid/number of Customs officers assigned to 
repression. 



 

Economic mission 

 1) Amount of conditional relief (inward 
processing or Special Zone)/ number of jobs 
created in the country 

 2) time taken by a container to clear Customs 
(in minutes or days) 

 3)number of container transshipments in the 
port 
 4) number of containers declared per month/ 

number of Customs officers in the office 



 

Protection mission 

 1) Number of Customs cases prosecuted/number of 
litigations, annually. 

 2) Number of cases of drugs, counterfeit goods, stolen 
vehicles discovered during clearance /number of 
Customs officers dealing with these areas. 

 3) Number of physical inspections/number of 
import declarations lodged (idem for export and transit)/ 
number of inspection officers 

 4) Number of requests for laboratory analysis/ 
number of import declarations 



 

Security mission 

 1) Number of security audits carried out per 
year 

 2) Number of AEO statuses granted per year 

 3) Number of violations of AEO status 
detected by the services per year 
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